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About This Game
By blending gameplay with music visualization, Audiosurf puts you inside your music in a way nothing else can. Use your own
music to create your own experience. The shape, the speed, and the mood of each ride is determined by the song you choose.
What are the biggest improvements from Audiosurf 1?
Ever-expanding new ways to play with over 500 and counting player-created mods and skins on Workshop.. Additional layers of
strategy tied to the song’s biggest moments. In-game leaderboards let you compare your score moment to moment against your
friends and rivals even when they’re not online. Enhanced graphics quality. Ability to search for music (including online music).
Available on Mac and Linux!

What’s new about Mono mode in Audiosurf 2?
In Audiosurf 2 your timing in mono mode is more important than ever. You’ve got to strategize to get your grid full at the most
intense moments of songs to get the most points. Look ahead in the distance for corkscrew loops with powerups to know when
these moments will occur.

What do I get in the demo?
The demo allows players to play any song they want, for their first 3 songs. After that, they can play the Song of the Day,
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everyday, as many times as they want.

Is there a mode that focuses on dodging blocks?
Yes, there's a new Ninja mode. It has a big bonus for hitting no spikes and creates intense spike fields to weave through. It’s
faster than regular Mono and the second-to-second challenge of avoiding spikes is harder. For even more challenge there’s ninja
turbo. It’s too fast for you.

What’s new about the Puzzle modes in Audiosurf 2:
Just as with Mono mode, your timing on Puzzle modes is now more important than ever. Push, Shuffle, Erase, or Scoop blocks
at the just the right moments to take full advantage of multiplier powerups that come at the most intense moments of songs.

Can players make their own mods and skins to share on Steam Workshop?
Yes! There’s detailed documentation on making Audiosurf 2 skins available here:
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=413812198
Also, every mode and skin in the games comes with the script source code and assets. Players can use any of the official
modes/skins as a starting place.
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audiosurf 2 demo not working. audiosurf 2 demo song of the day. audiosurf 2 demo how to play. audiosurf 2 demo
Not really working out for me. Trying the demo is the game giving you the restriction of ONLY being able to play the game
using the Song of the Day. If there's currently no Song of the Day, then have fun either staring at the main menu, or deciding on
whether or not you're gonna buy the full game.. It's a literal preview of the menu. That's all. That's what this demo is. It's pretty
pathetic. You thought there was actual gameplay? At least one song? Nah, too greedy for this.
And from what I understood from the actual game's negative reviews, this is a no-no.. Demo does not work.. Can't play music
on the demo, why should i expect the full game to work?
I realy wanted to like and buy the game, but the demo through me off.. it dose not even let me do one sond this is f .u .c .k .i .n
.g _ r e t a r d e d
how do i delete it
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